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THE INNOVATION &
TECHNOLOGY JOURNEY
When Marketing Futures and R3 fielded this survey in early
2020 to better understand where marketers are along their
innovation and technology journey, none of us could have
predicted the crisis we currently face. And while many marketers
will see their budgets affected as a result of the COVID-19 crisis
and may not be thinking about making investments in innovative
technology, we feel the need for innovative thinking and action
has never been greater.
The insights gathered by this study are being used to inform
how the ANA can better help brands prepare to face current and
future challenges, and how the ANA can best develop resources
to help marketers keep moving forward. Findings are also being
used to shape the development of a roadmap for our industry’s
future.
Areas explored in the survey included:
• Marketers and their position in the innovation journey
• Levels of confidence with innovation and technology
• Effective approaches and formats for learning and
engagement
This survey was conducted in January 2020 among ANA
Members who have participated in the ANA Marketing Futures
program. There were 77 respondents comprised of CMOs,
Vice Presidents, Senior Directors, and Marketing Managers.
We appreciate the support and enthusiasm of all those who gave
their time and look forward to continuing the conversation with
the marketing community at large.
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INSIGHT #1

84% of marketers
surveyed believe that
future brand growth
will be tied to
marketing innovation
and technology.

Marketers today are at the cross section of brand, product, experience,
sales, and technology. With the current global health crisis shifting the
consumer journey to one that is predominantly digitally-driven, innovation
and marketing technology will be key to future brand growth.
This is reflected by Fortune 500 companies like P&G and Reckitt
Benckiser, as well as direct-to-consumer companies like SmileDirectClub
and Casper, who are using approaches like “lean innovation” to win
market share by moving product prototypes at speed, tracking sales in
real time, collecting data, and applying that data to improve and
expand distribution through e-commerce.
More about “Lean Innovation”:
Northeastern University, ““Lean Innovation: What It Is And How It Can Impact Your Business.”
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MOBILIZING BRANDS IN
CHALLENGING TIMES
Companies need to adapt quickly in uncertain times, and
innovation and technology have the ability to help marketers
identify new opportunities, produce new products and services, be
more efficient with resources, generate less waste, and strengthen
engagement with audiences.
eBay “Up & Running”
E-commerce
eBay has launched an accelerator program for
brick-and-mortar retailers who do not have
e-commerce functionality.
Bud Light “Dive Bar Tour: Home Edition”
Live video
Bud Light’s virtual concert series features
musicians streaming performances from their homes
through Instagram Live.
Shopify AR
Augmented reality
Shopify has enabled any brand to add AR content to
their product page without the use of custom code or
third-party apps.
Nike “Play Inside and Play for the World”
Mobile / Video
Nike has made virtual workouts available for free
through its Nike Training Club app, resulting in a 100%
increase in weekly active users.
To stay updated on applications of marketing
technology visit marketingfutures.ana.net/pulse
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SMART SOLUTIONS
According to Gartner, nearly a third of marketing budgets are
allocated to marketing technology (martech). However, when
martech is incompatible with existing systems and processes,
or fails to perform due to lack of proper use and management,
these investments quickly become problems rather than
solutions.
To avoid these pitfalls, it is important for marketers to
understand what happens at the critical intersection of
marketing and technology. This can be achieved through
education, workshops, and training, much of which are
accessible through the ANA Marketing Knowledge Center,
committee meetings, webinars, and the Marketing Futures Hub.
From how to build a single view of the consumer to how to
manage your martech stack, and the impact it has on your
overall marketing strategy, knowledge sharing and regular
communication will help future-proof marketing technology
investment.
Areas to explore
• Early stage planning
• Business requirements discovery
• Technology stack assessment
• Vendor identification
• Implementation support
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EARLY STAGE PLANNING

Build best practice through workshops, training, and stakeholder
alignment facilitation. Ensure that any educational programs are
tailored to different levels of martech experience.

HSBC undertook a deep-dive into the evolving digital landscape
of finance to understand how it compared digitally with its top 10
competitors.
HSBC wanted to begin building a truly digitally-led organization
and culture, continuously driving excellence from the top down,
particularly in the highly competitive digital landscape. To help
jumpstart the process, they held immersion workshops on digital
innovation and fintech development, and conducted a digital
benchmarking and competitor analysis.

BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS DISCOVERY

Map your requirements against current and planned sales and
marketing efforts and revenue targets to reveal key functionality
and scalability concerns, and to determine new workflows that
may need to be considered.

Pfizer obtained a new level of clarity on what they needed in an
agency model, particularly as it related to collaboration,
communication, and the digital journey.
Pfizer globally was undergoing a transformation and wanted an
external perspective on their “go-to-market” model as it related to
their communications strategy going forward. Stakeholder
interviews were conducted across global teams to understand
existing issues and gather insights, and they benchmarked their
approach and fees against best-in-class and CPG and pharma
companies.
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TECHNOLOGY STACK ASSESSMENT

Undertake a high-level ROI analysis of marketing platforms
to identify and bridge any gaps. Make sure that the approach
keeps overall marketing strategy top-of-mind.

Samsung established a future-fit solution and an ongoing
roadmap to realize greater effectiveness and efficiency from
their marketing technology stack.
Samsung wanted to assess the efficacy of its global marketing
technology solutions to effectively execute, measure, and
optimize its marketing activities. A customized evaluation
framework prioritizing 8 key functional areas was created for
the company, which led to identification of potential savings
through global rate card negotiations and ways to improve
transparency.
Explore the ANA Marketing Technology Stack Diagram
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VENDOR IDENTIFICATION

Identify the right vendor on the right model at the right price.
Ensure that assessments and advice are objective and
independent.

Mastercard found partners which enabled them to build the
Mastercard Digital and E-Commerce Engine, a real-time marketing
platform to drive their business.
Mastercard wanted to find the right agency partners to help them
become the number one brand in payments in the digital and
e-commerce space. The company reviewed its existing agency
model and conducted a digital agency review across 10 markets,
embarking on a process that included a customized approach to
agency review, independent assessment of its agency
relationship and processes, and inter-agency performance
benchmarking through bi-annual evaluations.
Explore the ANA Vendor Matrixes

IMPLEMENTATION SUPPORT

Gain alignment and agreement across all internal stakeholder
teams and recommendations on how to proceed.

A CPG company undertook a digital audit to evaluate and improve
compliance with best practice standards and improve performance.
A global CPG company had established best practice standards
for digital and e-commerce, but some were not being followed at
market level. To ensure consistency, the company had a checklist
created which combined best practice with industry standards to
evaluate compliance and metrics to measure performance across
8 channels. An audit was undertaken that revealed key gaps and
highlighted threats such as the growing e-commerce performance
of local and regional brands.
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INSIGHT #2

Data, Measurement & Accountability,
and Customer Experience benefit
the most from innovation and
technology.
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The top three areas that are seen to benefit the most from marketing
innovation and technology are Data & Technology, Measurement &
Accountability, and Customer Experience. This is in line with the
ANA’s Growth Agenda and broader findings in Gartner’s Annual CMO
Spend Survey 2019-2020 which reported marketing analytics as the
“most strategically important capability” over the next 18 months.

Which areas of your business have benefited the most from marketing
innovation and technology? (Select up to 5)
Data & Technology
Measurement &
Accountability
Customer Experience
Brand & Product
Innovation
Creativity
Media & Supply
Chain
Brand Transparency
& Ad Fraud
Trust & Transparency
Society &
Sustainability
Talent & Marketing
Organiation
Agency Management
Other
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PLAN YOUR INTEGRATION
Marketers need to ensure that they have the ability to
integrate big data into useful insights. Modern marketing tools
do a great job of producing single-channel reports but these
metrics fail to correlate across channels.
When selecting and implementing marketing technology
platforms:
•

Undertake an audit. Know the strengths and weaknesses
of your current marketing platforms. Use new technology
to strengthen, not fragment, your ecosystem.
Explore the ANA Marketing Technology Readiness
Assessments

•

Understand your internal capability. What skills and
resources are needed to manage the technology?
Are there people within your organization who are able to
apply the data to strategy? If there are gaps, what external
help is needed?
Explore the ANA Marketing Roles Templates

•

Put systems in place for measurement. Track your
progress in digital marketing over time so that your
internal teams and agency partners are held accountable
to quantifiable business results.
Explore the ANA Maturity Models
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INSIGHT #3

45% of survey respondents
spend 25% or less of their time
on innovation and technology.
Marketers are time-poor. They know that as technology keeps evolving
they need to upskill themselves. However, with the demands of an
expanded scope of work and the urgency of real-time issues, knowledge
and training need to come in informative, mobile, and bite-sized formats.
Having less time, surprisingly, doesn’t mean that marketers feel less
confident. More than half of the marketers surveyed said that they felt
prepared to deal with issues pertaining to innovation and marketing
technology that might arise in the next 24 months. This suggests that
there is an assurance that when a challenges arises, the right talent and
tools are within reach.
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How much of your working time is dedicated to marketing innovation
and technology?

25% or less

Between
25% or 50%

More than
50%

Time spent
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Respondents

THE RIGHT RESOURCES
The most valuable resources deliver both inspiration and
application. As a community, we gain this by coming
together and supporting each other as we work to make
businesses and brands fit for the future.
To support marketers on this journey, ANA Marketing Futures
has developed a range of resources that allow marketers to
get quick updates on trending topics related to innovation and
marketing technology. These are in the form of one-sheets,
infographics, and video summaries. Marketers can also take a
deep-dive into subjects when more detail is required by
downloading more extensive reports and even tuning into
podcasts.
Discover more at marketingfutures.ana.net.
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INSIGHT #4

Marketers prefer to learn through
interactive labs and demos, case
studies, and discussion groups.
When asked about how to best deliver knowledge and training, marketers
wanted a combination of hands-on learning, case studies on
successes and failures, as well as the opportunity to participate in
discussion groups.
Learning by doing and facilitating inquiry, problem-based and
project-based exploration, as well as creating studio-like workshops for
people to familarize themselves with topics that might be complex,
enables better understanding and retention. This is especially effective
when exploring complex topics related to marketing technology, like
artificial intelligence, which might have multiple applications across the
customer journey.

Artificial intelligence has the power to completely change the way
brands interact with customers through every touchpoint, and
revolutionize the way businesses operate.
Check out our AI content package here
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WHERE TO NEXT?
SUGGESTED COURSES OF ACTION
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Tie your future brand
growth to marketing
innovation and technology.

Identify what areas of your
business benefit the most
from marketing innovation
and technology.

Invest more of your
working time in innovation
and technology.

Learn about innovation
and technology through
interactive labs and demos,
case studies, and
discussion groups.
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JOIN US AS WE DEVELOP
ANA MARKETING FUTURES
We’d like to thank everyone involved in the creation of this survey
and report, especially our ANA members who took the time to
share their thoughts on innovation and technology. Without your
stories, our program wouldn’t exist. As you begin to look forward
to a new normal and reset your growth strategies, we encourage
you to take advantage of everything ANA Marketing Futures has
to offer:
•
•
•
•
•

Download: one of 18 Emerging Trend Reports from the
Marketing Futures Hub
Join: the Marketing Futures Committee
Watch: the Marketing Futures Webinar Series
Read: Pulse for the freshest insights on bleeding-edge trends
Listen: to marketing’s most innovative minds on the
Marketing Futures Podcast

Additionally, to guide marketers in this critical time, the findings
of the survey will serve as a platform for discussion. Our goal is
to launch the “Marketer Virtual Huddle” as a series of thought
leadership discussions covering topics on how marketing
innovation and technology can:
•
•
•

Support strategy and improve decision making
Improve consumer and agency relationships
Drive efficiency in spend and operations

If you’d like to be part of what we do at ANA Marketing Futures,
contact Kathleen Hunter at khunter@ana.net.
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WE ASKED SURVEY PARTICIPANTS:

WHAT BRAND DO YOU MOST ADMIRE & WHY?
Domino’s Pizza
“They are no longer a pizza
company that uses
technology, but a tech
company that sells pizza.”

Blue Apron
“Measurable return on
marketing. Laser-focused
audience. DTC brand.”

Harry’s Shave Club
“Watching the launch of the
brand and how it connected with
consumers to now expanding
from e-commerce to a retail
brand.”

Salad and Go
“They have been on a mission to bring
their costs down, as well as increase
their organic ingredients, which is
almost unheard of.”

Tesla

Quibi

“They have a clear vision but
are in a really tough market.
I am not so much in love with
it as interested to see what
happens and if it catches on.”

Peloton
“The way they are combining health,
wellness technology, and tech to
create a community!”
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“Proven success at deploying
futuristic products amidst
failure and has a freaking
space program!”

On Cloud
“Great job breaking into a tough
market, and positive customer
satisfaction.”

OUR STORY
Knowing that marketers are increasingly challenged in their efforts to keep up with the latest trends
and technologies, the ANA tasked itself with creating a program designed to help marketers
anticipate—and prepare for—the future of marketing.
ANA Marketing Futures is what emerged. With a focus on innovative topics and emerging trends,
ANA Marketing Futures provides resources that will influence and inform via member cases, research
studies, and insight from industry innovators. Check back often to learn about emerging trends and
become inspired to take steps toward the growth of your business.

ABOUT THE ANA
The ANA (Association of National Advertisers)’s mission is to drive growth for marketing
professionals, for brands and businesses, and for the industry. Growth is foundational for all
participants in the ecosystem. The ANA seeks to align those interests by leveraging the 12-point
ANA Growth Agenda, which has been endorsed and embraced by the ANA Board of Directors and
the Global CMO Growth Council. The ANA’s membership consists of more than 1,600 domestic and
international companies, including over 1,000 client-side marketers and nonprofit fundraisers and
600 marketing solutions providers (data science and technology companies, ad agencies, publishers,
media companies, suppliers, and vendors). Collectively, ANA member companies represent 20,000
brands, engage 50,000 industry professionals, and invest more than $400 billion in marketing and
advertising annually.
Learn more at marketingfutures.ana.net

ABOUT R3
R3 is a leader in global, regional, and local consulting on improving the effectiveness and efficiency
of marketers and their agencies. We work with twelve of the world’s top twenty marketers including
Unilever, Samsung, Coca-Cola, Mastercard, Colgate, Procter & Gamble, BMW, Intel, and Shell.
Visit us at rthree.com
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